
FEMALE LABRADOR RETRIEVER

BARTLESVILLE, OK, 74006

 

Phone: (918) 766-0991 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Eleanor is a sweetheart of a dog that came to ARF with 

four tiny babies. Her kids are all adopted and now its her 

turn! Eleanor is very good-natured and loves to give hugs, 

but also loves to play and can frequently be seen carrying 

around a toy. Eleanor was previously adopted by a 

wonderful family, but unfortunately was jumping their four 

foot fence so shell need a 6 chain-link or privacy fence to 

keep her happy and safe. Being a lab mix she would make 

a phenomenal outdoor buddy, but is also content to hang 

out around at home too with enough attention.\n\nSome of 

our dogs are adopted very quickly. If you are truly 

interested in a dog fill out an application ASAP. If you take 

the time to email a question someone will already be 

ahead of you with a completed application. You can find all 

the information we have about a particular cat/dog at the 

link below as well. Then click the adopt button to fill out an 

application.\n\nFill out an application at the link below. Find 

the dog/cat you are interested in and click the adopt 

button. That will take you to an application. Once approved 

you will be called for an appointment to meet your 

possible new family member, or at that time you can meet 

the other animals as well. You must include 3 references 

with phone numbers for you application to be processed. 

https://petstablished.com/public/search/shelter/

301551\n\nAdoption fee is $150 for all dogs over 6 months 

old, $200 for large breed puppies under 6 months, $250 

for small breed puppies. All adoptions include, spay/neuter, 

vaccines, a heartworm test, and a free 1 year membership 

to our 5 acre ARF Park. For other dog questions please 

email ARFdogs74006@gmail.com\n\nWe do adopt out of 

state, but the adopter must travel to ARF to meet the dog 

they are looking to adopt. They must have an approved 

application before traveling to meet the dog. We do allow 

small dogs that are eligible to fly in the cabin of a plane. 

We DO NOT allow dogs to travel in the cargo area of the 

plane under any circumstances. Any dog that is adopted 

can of course go by personal vehicle. We do not allow dogs 

to be transported "pony express style" where they are 

passed from driver to driver.
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